Words for Oregon
Oregon Motto Declaratio: She flies with her own wings, we lift ourselves up in the
power and abilities of our God. Trusting Him to help us fly when we need to.

No date
Dutch Sheets: We say, Lord, that the fires of revival will burn again in San Francisco in this house, up and
down the west coast of America, California will burn, it will burn up into Oregon and Washington, down
through California and into Mexico. We say all of the west , all the way down the coast of South America
will burn with a holy fire, that the fire of revival is coming, that miracles are coming, that the river of the
Spirit of God is going to flow once again. We appeal to the God of heaven, the God of heaven, the God of
heaven, the God of heaven who is greater than every opposing force of the enemy. We say let the fires of
heaven burn again all up and down this west coast, all up and down, all the way up into Alaska, and over
up into Russia! We say it will jump across the waters even into Asia! We decree it in Jesus’ name!
10-17-06
Chuck: The Lord would say, “I’m going to start loosing sound that has been captured on the west coast and
sent in wrong directions. I’m going to cause that sound to start calling in the wave of my Spirit. We speak for
a new wave of revolution to come into Berkley and UCLA and USC, into Pepperdine, into University of Oregon
and Oregon State, even into Gonzaga. There will be an opening up and a shaking forth in Washington. We
call forth the revolution in San Diego State. Let the sound come forth on the west coast to prepare them for
the wave that is coming.
7-10-07
Chuck: We speak to the state of Washington, the least evangelized state along with Oregon and say that there
will be an outcry that comes saying, “Come and visit us! Come and visit us!” We speak to all of the liberalism
of those states and the hurts and pains of those states and say, “Rise up and cry out today.”
3-4-08
Chuck: Let’s pray for people all over that in the next 40 days they will have the revelation they need to
use when the enemy tries to stop them or confuse them or reduce them or stop them from advancing.
Father, we call down revelation into Taiwan, China, Japan, Singapore, West Virginia, Virginia, New
England, Oregon, Washington, Northern California. Idaho will begin to hear. We speak into Michigan.
Let Your body rise up. Let a new mustering force rise up. We speak to Florida. Let an anointing blow
across Florida. A deception must blow off of us so we can enter into the truth. It is like our voice is silent
and over these 40 days we must rise up three times.
5-19-09
Chuck Pierce: Let me prophesy what I am hearing. The Lord says, “Watch the west coast. Now My eye
will be on California.”

I say, “Watch Russia, for that bear is now rising and waiting. Decree now that Russia will be drawn out of
hiding in its plan of destruction that is not in My time. Pray for My people that I have positioned in that
nation so that they can begin to see clearly in a way they have not seen. As you begin to pray for Russia,
come down that west coast and pray for Alaska, Washington, even portions of Canada on the west,
Vancouver and Oregon. But My eye is on California in these next three months. Watch carefully for that
bear is now rising. In the midst of the rising bear of California, this is a bear that I want to growl across
this nation. Call forth the move of God in California so that bear will be a detriment to the enemies of
this land. Everyone will say, ‘Who would have thought that California would have roared like this?’ Lord,
we say that California will be a threat to the enemy now.
7-10-10
Chuck: “There’s an awakening coming to the ground of Washington state and Oregon state. There’s an
awakening coming to the northern portion of Oklahoma. There’s an awakening coming in the St. Louis
region. There’s an awakening coming across northern New York. There is an awakening and a shaking
that is causing the earth to say, ‘What died last season, life is beginning to spring.’”

7-11-10
Listen to the new sound. One generation is weeping and the next generation is rejoicing. When these
sounds mix the ground comes alive. The quaking in the ground is a sign in a region where death was and
is now coming to life. Awakenings will occur in Washington State, Oregon, Northern Oklahoma, St. Louis,
Northern New York – shaking – the earth is saying, “Life is springing up from what died last season.” Life
is in the ground. Land will move.

7-20-12
Chuck Pierce: Washington State, Oregon and Northern California there’s a rumbling, tumbling,
earthquake shaking move about to happen.
1-13

Chuck: Lord we say, "New strength is being infused by your Spirit into the people of
Oregon and through this region of the world so that we can walk in new strength.
Father, we receive a renewal. We receive a healing move of God in his state." We tell
witchcraft and divination, "Your game is up in this state." you know what that means? It
means you don't have to run out and burn all the witches in the state. It means that you
are moving one step beyond the power of what the occult saw doing in this state. Just
as Moses was one step beyond he magicians, we say that the body if Christ will have a
greater demonstration this year than occult powers, in Jesus name.
2-22-14

Chuck Pierce to Washington State & Oregon: Wow! When John was saying that; I heard
pray for Washington State and Oregon. I send an alarm from Zion across Washington State
and Oregon and I say wake up and watch for there is a change coming to your ground and a
new; new opening is coming from Heaven but now the ground will make a shift.
3-1-15
Chuck Pierce: Wow! Now remember last week we started prophesying about the West Coast,
Washington, Oregon. Let’s continue to prophesy. The Lord would say I’m going to be moving
along the West Coast I’m gonna be coming down and the waters will begin to churn. I’m
gonna churn in Alaska, Hawaii, Washington, Oregon and California. I say there’s a Move
that I’m funneling in even the resources are going to be restructured along the West Coast.
And then I say all of those that receive the Next Move of the Oil of My Anointing I say I’m
going to send that Move, it’s gonna come it’s gonna be moving underground through Nevada,
through Arizona, through Mexico. And I say there will be an explosion here in the center that
causes that Move of God to unfreeze the East Coast saith the Lord.
8-9-18
Chuck: Lord,

we decree right now, all the way from San Diego to the border of
Oregon, into Idaho, into Washington. We decree it. It will cause Mexico to
awaken.
1-4-20
Chuck: It says to Alaska/Colorado/Oregon/North Carolina/Tennessee ‘go up the mountain’. This is a day
for finding your high place. Go up! It is in that high place I have new provision. Go up! Take that high
place and the provision it has held captive will come to you.

